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MEF Introduces MEF 3.0 SD-WAN Certification Program

Authorized Certification and Test Partner Spirent to validate that SD-WAN services and technologies 
conform to industry’s first SD-WAN services standard

MEF19, LosMEF19, Los Angeles - November 19, 2019 – MEF is pleased to announce the MEF 3.0 SD-WAN Certifi-
cation Program, with Spirent Communications as the SD-WAN Authorized Certification and Test Partner 
(ACTP) to collaboratively develop and execute on the program. SD-WAN Certification is being conducted 
within the context of the MEF 3.0 Global Services Framework. 

MEF 3.0 SD-WAN Certification enables service and technology providers to validate that their SD-WAN 
services and products conform to the recently published SD-WAN Service Attributes and Services (MEF 
70) standard. The certification will test the service attributes and their behaviors defined in MEF 70 and 
described in detail in the upcoming MEF SD-WAN Certification Test Requirements (MEF 90) standard. 
Demonstration of conformity with the industry’s first SD-WAN services standard is a valuable reference 
baseline for users choosing a service supplier in the inevitable confusion of a fast-growing new market.

MEF and Spirent have already begun working with an initial group of 7 service providers and technology MEF and Spirent have already begun working with an initial group of 7 service providers and technology 
vendors selected to participate in the MEF 3.0 SD-WAN Certification Pilot Program. The first certified 
companies are expected to be announced in Q1 2020.

“There are expansive opportunities in the SD-“There are expansive opportunities in the SD-WAN market, with tens of billions of dollars in revenue at 
stake during the next five years, and many service providers are looking to quickly develop and advance 
their SD-WAN offerings to ensure they remain competitive,” said Nan Chen, President, MEF. “MEF 3.0 
SD-WAN standardization and certification will play a vital role in accelerating SD-WAN market growth and 
facilitating creation of powerful new hybrid networking solutions optimized for digital transformation. 
Spirent’s technology, market leadership, and global reach make it a great partner to help maximize 
SD-WAN’s full market potential through certification.”

Commenting on the significant new partnership,Commenting on the significant new partnership, Abhitesh Kastuar, General Manager of Spirent’s Cloud 
and IP business, said, "Spirent has earned a global reputation as the advisor and vendor-neutral authori-
ty that guides complex deployments of new technologies. SD-WAN is a particularly important innovation 
that accelerates the value realization of virtualized infrastructures, and Spirent solutions assure that 
resulting SD-WAN services are ready to perform as expected. We are pleased to join forces with MEF on 
the first SD-WAN Certification Program and look forward to the important work ahead of us as MEF 3.0 
SD-WAN rolls out around the world.”

“SD-WAN is a dynamic service delivered using software-defined networking, virtualization, and inherent 
security and therefore requires a significant level of testing, validation, and assurance to achieve certifi-
cation,” said Marc Cohn, Spirent Head of Virtualization. “The transition from traditional to MEF 3.0 
orchestrated and assured services is significant to Spirent and for the entire global communications 
industry. We are thrilled to participate as the official SD-WAN Authorized Certification and Test Partner.”

Recent research findings from Heavy Reading indicate that 76% of surveyed service provider profession-
als worldwide believe that SD-WAN services certification is “critical” or “important” for accelerating 
SD-WAN market growth. Seventy-three percent of this same group indicated that they believe SD-WAN 
technology certification is also critical or important for market growth. Heavy Reading’s SD-WAN Services 
Strategies survey included responses from 125 service provider professionals representing companies 
based in every major geographic region.

 


